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Ever lusted for a cool braid design, but just can’inspired braid. Because of The Braid Book, now
you can!ll get ideas to adorn your hair with clips, pompoms, and bands, along with other stylish
tools such as locks chalk and glitter. You’s, using clear, easy-to-follow directions and plenty of
photos. The up-to-the-minute designs include braids from a plaited halo or a more elaborate fishtail
to a Cara Delevingne–t work out how?s hip The Braid Bar, show you how exactly to style both
simple and intricate braids within your own locks or a friend’ Sarah Hiscox and Willa Burton,
founders of London’ You can find secret tips, methods, and advice on caring for your braids, and
also answers to frequently asked questions, to ensure you can get your braid on.
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Great gift This was something special to my sister for her birthday. It was the exact book she
wanted, and she was delighted.0 although there's something distinctive about every braid shown.
Great book for anyone that wants to figure out how to braid Great book for anyone that wants to
learn to braid. From an ancient form of braiding hair to adding a unique contemporary flair to a
hairstyle, "The Braid Book" which I won through Goodreads Giveaways provides "20 Fun and Easy
Styles" that will add interest and advantage to longer hair.Sarah Hiscox and Willa Burton provide
good advice, tips and a listing of essentials for creating and looking after your braid in addition to
easy instructions not only for simple plaits but also more elaborate styles. My favorites have to be
the Khalessi from Video game of Thrones, and the spirit of a mermaid in Cara 2. Now I know how
exactly to dutch braid, too! The book comes complete with an illustrative picture beside each basic
instruction and ribbon markers to keep track of your favorites. The illustrations are very simple and
the descriptions very helpful. A Modern, Edgy Flair for a Longer Hairstyle!I liked "The Braid Book"
with its interesting factual statements about the ancient artwork of braids by the end as well as a
look at the designs endorsed by familiar celebrities and I could predict this book is a hit with the
women in my children. Granddaughter loved it! It had been the hit of her slumber party
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